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Logos Publications, LLC Publishing Guide
INTRODUCTION
Click for the audio version.
Hello! This is JP Robinson, founder of Logos Publications. First, thank you for
considering Logos as your partner to getting published. Second, congratulations
on making it this far on your journey as an author.
I founded Logos in response to meet a burgeoning need for publishing services
by Christian authors. We’re governed by two simple principles: professionalism
and transparency. Let us show you what we mean.
WATCH OUR WELCOME VIDEO
Our mission is simple: empower authors to ignite faith by sharing Christian
literature with the world. Publish with Logos. Click to watch our video below.
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GUIDE-AT-A-GLANCE

This guide provides easy-to-read information about our company, its values and
the publishing process. We reserve the right to update information in our
guidebook at any time with or without notice. Be sure to follow us at
Facebook.com/publishwithlogos for current information, contests and more. You
can also call us at 717-681-8452 or email customerservice@logospub.com.
PUBLISHING PATHS

From its conception, Logos Publications, LLC has been revolutionary. We’ve
assembled a team of professionals and are prepared to take bold steps toward
fulfilling our vision of redefining Christian publishing. As such, we offer two paths
toward publication to our authors: traditional and subsidized publishing.
While the paths may be different, the end-goal is the same. We can help you
create a high-quality product that we’re proud to share with the world.
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PATH ONE: TRADITIONA L PUBLISHING

Unlike many subsidized publishers, Logos Publications also offers traditional
publishing. This coveted route to publication puts your book in the hands of
readers at zero investment cost to you. Instead, we receive a royalty based on
the list price and format of your book.
At this time, Logos Publications, LLC only considers manuscripts for traditional
publication from authors its agents meet at nationwide Christian writer
conferences OR authors who have been referred to Logos via a literary agent.
Subscribe to our email list or friend our Facebook page to know what
conferences be next.
PATH TWO: SUBSIDIZED PUBLISHING
WHAT IS IT?

By far our most popular platform, subsidized publishing with Logos is a powerful
means of getting your book in print and in e-book distribution for an affordable
price. After submitting your manuscript to us, if it is approved for publication, we
will provide you with a quote that is personalized for your writing needs.
Distributed under our imprint, LogosIgnite, subsidized or assisted publishing is a
quick, easy way share your vision with the world.
We believe in transparency, so we’ll break down the pricing so you’re clear on
where your money’s going. We understand that all authors have different needs
and we’re here to do what it takes to make your book shine.
HOW DOES IT WORK?

Once we’ve identified the next steps, you’ll receive a contract. We believe in
keeping things simple, so it’ll be written in easy-to-understand terms. We offer
affordable monthly payments for your convenience following an initial down
payment.
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSIO N GUIDELINES

Logos Publications accepts unsolicited manuscripts for our subsidized program
only. We encourage authors to take the following steps prior to submitting your
work.
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1. Review our “Ready to publish?” checklist to understand what we do (and
don’t) publish.
2. Format your manuscript in MS Word as a double-spaced, 12 point generic
font (IE Calibri or Times New Roman). You may also send it to us as a
PDF with the same specifications. Upon signing a contract, you will be
required to send us the document as a MS Word file.
3. Email your Word or PDF document to customerservice@logospub.com
or upload it via our secure upload feature on our website
www.logospub.com. You will hear back from us with a decision within
two business weeks.
THE PUBLISHING PROCESS IN 5 EASY STEPS

Regardless of your publishing path, the entire process is completed in 5 easy
steps. Please note that the steps below are for subsidized manuscripts, not
traditional. Contact us for more details about the steps in the traditionally
published process.

Planning

Editing

Artwork

Typesetting

Distribution

1. Planning:
We’ll communicate through phone or email at your convenience and
together, identify your needs. Then, a Logos rep will put together a
comprehensive package that you can modify or adjust as you see fit.
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2. Editing:
Based on the tier of editing you select—Silver, Gold or Platinum—our team
of highly-trained editors will apply their individual talents to transform your
manuscript into a polished work of art.
All edits will be made through the MS Word tracking feature and we will
request your approval at each stage in the editing process. Contact us to
get started today!
3. Artwork:
With your input, our graphic artist will create a
visually-compelling cover that captures the essence
of your story. Because your manuscript will be read
by a member of the Logos
team, we’ll be fully prepared
to take its message from
print to picture.
A book cover is the first
thing prospective readers
see. In a saturated market,
it’s critical to give your book the chance it
deserves. Why trust your message with anyone
other than Logos?
Remember, Logos Publications produces paperback, hardback, e-book
and is launching into producing audiobooks! We do what the others don’t.
4. Typesetting:
Almost done! After multiple eyes have combed through your manuscript, it
will be handed to our productions department. Depending on your
preferences (e-book, print or both) we’ll get the typesetting of your book
just right. Then it’ll go back to our proofreading team who’ll check things
like spacing etc..
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5. Distribution:
Here’s where things really take off! After all the internal work is done, we’ll
partner with you to decide the best platform for your book. Amazon is
great but it’s not the only way to sell a book. Talk to us about how, where
and when, to maximize your chances of success.
PUBLISHING TIMELINES

Logos typically completes a project within 4-5 months. However, each case is
unique and, because we strive for excellence, your project time may vary. The
chart below provides general parameters of what to expect.

Planning

• Manuscript submission, evaluation, plan development and contract. Estimated
time: 3 weeks

• Editing services depend on tier selected. Estimated time: 4-10 weeks
Editing

Artwork &
Typsetting

• Cover design for formats chosen and interior formatting. Estimated time: 3-4
weeks

• Developing best potential market.
• Sending out book to our list of reviewers.
Distribution • Making the title available on the global market.Estimated time: 4-5 weeks

COPYRIGHT

Everything you write is copyrighted from the moment you set it on paper (or your
computer). And we never take that right away from our authors. Logos
Publications will register your work with the United States Copyright Office on
your behalf, listing you as the author.
www.LogosPub.com
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Upon signing a contract, you will grant Logos Publications, LLC the ability to
perform such tasks on your behalf but the rights to your book and materials will
always be yours. Once the Copyright Office approves your application, you will
receive a certificate in the mail identifying you as the author.
EDITING

Editing is one of the most important aspects of transforming a manuscript into a
print-worthy title. Logos has partnered with skilled and experienced editors to
make your manuscript the best it can be. We offer three tiers of editing services
based on your budget: Silver, Gold and Platinum. Need help deciding? We’re
only a phone call away.

Silver

Gold (Most popular)

Platinum

• Light copyediting
including a line-by-line
edit.

• Silver package PLUS:
• Line-by-line edit for
grammar, tone etc...

• Proofreading of the
final manuscript.

• Rewriting/Organizing

• Gold package PLUS:
• Line by line
commentary of
manuscript
• Detailed analysis of the
project including
strengths/weaknesses
etc..
• Follow up
teleconference to
discuss manuscript
etc...

• Verification of Scripture
references

ROYALTIES AND PAYMENTS

We understand that royalties can be complex, but we believe in keeping things
simple. So, here’s our easy-to-understand approach to royalties.
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TRADITIONALLY PUBLIS HED TITLES:

For traditionally published titles, Logos Publications takes 30% of royalties paid
by the retailer.
POSSIBLE SCENARIO:

Logos Publications offers John Author a contract to traditionally publish his
book, The Next Bestseller. The book is listed on Amazon and other retailers.
Logos lists the title at $8.99 and, happy to acquire such an outstanding book at
such a reasonable price, a customer purchases it.
Amazon charges their fee (typically 40% + fees1) for carrying the title. The
resulting royalty that they pay to John Author is $2.34. They pass this on to the
publisher, Logos Publications.
Logos takes 30% of the $2.34 (70 cents) then pays John the difference ($1.64).
Graphically it looks like this: Our share: $2.34
x .30_
$0.70
In short, our print formula is as follows:

—
—
=

John’s royalty: 2.34
— .70
$1.64

List Price
Retailer fees
Our share (30%)
Your royalty

This formula holds true for all retailers (Barnes and Noble, Kobo etc..) and for all
print formats (hardcover and paperback).
The same principle applies for e-book sales, however Logos Publications will
take 35% of the amount in royalties paid by the retailer.
List Price
—
Retailer fees
—
Our share (35%)
=
Your royalty

Amazon’s fees include a Sales Channel percentage +fixed charge+ per-page charge. The exact fees will vary
depending upon sales channel, page count and other factors.
1
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E-BOOK POSSIBLE SCENARIO:

John’s wife Susie also writes a book which Logos Publications offers to
traditionally publish. The book is listed on Amazon and other retailers. Logos
lists the eBook title at $2.99.

Amazon charges their fee2 for carrying the title on Kindle. The resulting royalty
that they pay to Susie Author is 1.99. They pass this on to the publisher, Logos
Publications.
Logos takes 35% of the $1.99 (69 cents) then pays Susie the difference ($1.30).
Graphically it looks like this: Our share: $1.99
x .35_
$0.69

Susie’s royalty: 1.99
— .69
$1.30

Regardless of the vendor, platform or retailer fees involved, our innovative
royalty program keeps things simple and fair for everyone.
ROYALTIES FOR SUBSID IZED TITLES:

For authors who publish under our subsidized (or assisted self-publishing)
program, LogosIgnite, things are even simpler.
At present, Logos Publications, LLC does not charge any royalties for
subsidized titles. Instead, we charge the following:
1. An upfront fee for publishing services rendered
2. A nominal 10% administrative fee on royalty payments to clients
3. A 10% administrative charge on all book orders

2

Amazon’s fees for e-books vary depending upon the region, plan selected and other factors.
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For example, if you receive $50.00 in royalties, Logos Publications, LLC will
deduct $5.00 from that amount to cover the cost of administering payments.
Royalties on both publication paths are paid quarterly. Contact Us for a current
payment schedule.

AUTHOR PAYMENT PLANS:

To help our customers achieve their publishing goals, Logos is pleased to offer
its own no-stress financial program called Logos Flexpay. The client will put
down a deposit based off the total publishing package amount. The balance will
be deposited into payments that best meet the customer’s needs.
Contact us for more details or to get started.
“READY TO PUBLISH?” CHECKLIST

We take our responsibilities as a Christian publisher very seriously. Part of our
commitment to excellence lies in choosing manuscripts that reflect our values.
Note that Logos Publications, LLC reserves the right to refuse publication of any
material not consistent with our values.
In addition, should material be added into the text after a contract has been
signed that does not reflect our values, Logos Publications, LLC reserves the
right to terminate the contract without refunding any monies already paid.
Prior to submitting your work to us, please review our checklist below very
carefully.
WHAT’S ACCEPTABLE?

Titles across most genres (including memoirs and biographies) that have a
message consistent with a Christian worldview as expressed in the Bible. Logos
understands that, to better illustrate the times or lives of characters, there may
be dark elements to a story.
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We expect, however, that the overriding message will be one that points readers
in a direction that glorifies God or encourages personal/societal growth.
WHAT’S NOT ACCEPTABL E?

Horror, erotica, paranormal fiction, fantasy with an emphasis on witchcraft or
magic, and theological works with a strong focus on debatable issues (i.e. the
Trinity). Below we give descriptions of common issues.
If we feel your manuscript has promise but contains the items below or others
that we find objectionable, we’ll ask you to remove or modify it so we feel
comfortable sharing it with the world.
SEXUALITY: We understand that sex is a big part of contemporary society and

will therefore probably be reflected in most works. We expect, however, that the
details of any sexual encounters will be minimalized and that any sexual or
marital relationships outside of a Biblical order (i.e. in marriage between one
man and one woman) will be painted in a negative light.
PROFANITY: Profanity is not acceptable. The use of the word “damn” must be

used in a Biblical sense (IE that of souls being condemned). The word “hell”
must also be used to refer to the abode of lost souls.
Basically, if it’s a swear word or a substitute for a swear word, don’t include it in
your manuscript. We believe that quality writers can express frustration or other
emotions without making use of off-color words.
EXCESSIVE VIOLENCE:

Again, we live in a world that is fraught with violence. Good description is a key
aspect of good writing, but we ask that violence be not written in a way that can
be portrayed as positive. Use your judgment and we’ll let you know if we have
concerns.
AFTER PUBLICATION MARKETING

We believe in supporting our authors, even after publication. To that end we’re
developing a comprehensive post-publication marketing program called Catch
Fire. Some of our supports include:
• Handcrafted, stunning book trailers. Click here for a sample.
• Emailing your title out to our growing list of genuine book reviewers
www.LogosPub.com
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•
•
•
•

Creating an online press release to help generate online buzz
Promoting your title on our website and social media pages
Promoting your title internationally
Increasing online visibility through a host of domestic and international
retailers
We’re with you each step of the way. Spark interest in your title and contact us
today.
All contracts with Logos Publications, LLC are held for a period of two years,
after which clients have the option to renew their publishing contract. In the
unlikely event that a client chooses to not renew their contract, Logos
Publications will send all files to the author/rights holder and will have no further
claims upon the title.
We’re continuously seeking innovative
ways to help our authors succeed.
Unleash your inner hero and partner with
Logos today!
Have questions? Call us at 717-681-8452
or email:customerservice@logospub.com.
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